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HOW SHOULD ATTACK AND THREAT INTELLIGENCE WORK?
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Indications & Warning Team
 Constant monitoring for physical,  
 cyber, and public image threats
 VIP ID monitoring and protection
	 Industry-	and	client-specific
 Monitoring both darknet and clear 
 net

Operations Team
 Works closely with clients to avert  
 catastrophic damage with a negligi- 
 ble  loss of time and revenue
 Instantly passes new tools collect- 
 ed from online assets to in-house  
 researchers for analysis
	 Threat	actor	infiltration
 Attack prediction

Research Team
 Investigates new threats entering  
 the global landscape
 Researches how new exploits,  
 ransomware, and other malicious  
 codes work
 Provides new signatures to Vision,  
 allowing for the fastest possible  
 protection

Threat Information Engine
 Custom-programmed system
 Scrapes both clearnet and darknet
 Client and industry mentions
 Specially crafted, frequently  
 improved malicious keyword lists

Coordination and Integration Let You Take Action!
It’s never just technology. Despite what some vendors will tell you, the integration of activities is what produces tangible results.   
CISO’s	must	plan	for	current	and	future	threats	as	tools	fall	short.	Binary	Defense	develops	a	deep	cultural	affiliation	with	you	and	
truly becomes an extension of your team.  

Working with our intelligent security operations center (SOC) and our market-leading Endpoint Detection & Response solution, BD 
Vision, Binary Defense addresses both Operational Intelligence for short-term tactical challenges and Strategic Intelligence (trends, 
attack prediction, etc.) for longer-term security program changes.



Detailed, Digestible, Actionable, Custom Reporting that Matters to YOU
Our	teams	collect	the	most	up-to-date	information	from	all	around	the	world.	We	search	out	threats	on	a	high	level	and	to	specific	
industries,	but	we	also	custom	tailor	our	efforts	to	protect	our	clients’	interests.	

Rather than providing a laundry list of possible threats, we correlate, validate, and analyze incoming data, turning it into actionable threat 
intelligence with context.

This includes customized monitoring for attacks against your key members and VIPs. We also look beyond cyber threats, keeping  
our	finger	on	the	pulse	of	global	security,	providing	data	related	to	physical	and	public	image	threats.

The reports we send you will make sense right away. We also include recommended courses of action for dealing with those  
threats. Our team will work alongside you before, during, and after attacks to make sure the damage is minimized.

Threat Watch Overview
 Daily articles & analysis  
 by industry
 Weekly malicious IP list
 Current attacks or breaches
 Useful tools to aid your  
 security team
 Write-ups on threat  
 actor groups
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We Do More Than Read Screens
The	people	at	Binary	Defense	are	not	first-	or	 
second-tier support desk people. They are also  
not IT generalists. Our team members are experienced  
Infosec and security professionals. They have backgrounds  
in military, government, and private sector security and  
Infosec. They have worked on multiple projects and have proven  
their skills time and again.

You will get a chance to get to know your team members at  
Binary Defense over time because we don’t just provide a service—
we become an extension of your team.

Full-Service
 Close team interaction  
 and deep-dive investigation  
 integrated into your  
 environment
	 Attack-based	profile	for	 
	 specific	countermeasures	 
 and incident response
 Quarterly threat actor report

VIP Information Protection
	 Identifies	exploits,	 
 cyber-spies, and risks  
 to executives
 Proactive defense strategies
 Same level of indicators  
	 and	processes	specifically	 
 for targeted executives

Full-Service (cont.)
 Monthly reports and trend  
     analysis / overview
 Advanced warnings about  
 cybercrime, cyber terrorism,  
 corporate espionage, and  
 reputation issues
 Security program  
 maturity recommendations  
 and support


